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The Translation of the verb of  

appropinquation (Kada /   كاد) in the Glorious 

Quran into English 

Anwar Ali Mohammed

  

Abdul-Rahman Ahmed Abdul-Rahman


 

 42/7/4244 35/8/4244

 

Abstract 

     This study  the translation of the Arabic appropinquation verbs  أفؼاي

 in the Glorious Quran (أٚشه   /awshaka , و ُشب   /karuba , واد   /kada) (اٌّماستح(

into English. These verbs operate on the nominal sentence. They govern 

two elements; their noun is the subject which is in the nominative case and 

their predicate is in the subjunctive case. Only kada is used in the Glorious 

Quran. It is used as an imperfect and perfect verb, and with the particle of 

negation. The research shows how translators have translated these verbs. 

The translations are based on authentic Quranic interpretations. Five 

English translations of three ayahs are selected, compared, discussed and 

analyzed to show to what extent the five translators are able to convey the 

meaning of kada into English accurately. Kada does not have a one-to-one 

correspondent in English. Difficulties of rendering kada is due to 

misunderstanding its functions and syntactic uses of the Quranic text; this 

would result in inaccurate rendition. Accurate translation of kada is 

achieved only by considering its context in which it is used. The model of 

Larson‟s meaning-based translation theory is adopted to assess the 

translation accuracy.    

Keywords: Appropinquation , equivalent, assessment, translation, 

Larson‟s model. 
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1. verbs of appropinquation         

   Verbs of appropinquation اٌّماستح are those verbs which indicate the 

approach of the predicate occurrence. They are three: Kada   واد, Karuba 

 .(Al-Ghalayyini,1993:1/285) أٚش ه   and  Awshaka و ُشب  

1.1 The Verb ‘  كاد’ /Kada/  

Ibn Faris (1984:3vol/773) states that linguistic dictionaries mention that 

kada indicates the imminence of the action occurrence. In his book 

„Maqayees Al lugha‟, Ibn Faris (1972:5/145) adds several meanings to 

that, including: it indicates that something is being sought with some 

hardship. According to his book „Mujmal Al-lugha‟ Ibn Faris 

(1984:3vol/773) says that one of its meanings is also asking for something 

from you and you do not give it. The dictionaries do not specify whether 

kada is from اٌىٛد (alkod) with  ٚاٌٛا (waw) or from  اٌى١ذ (alkayd) with  

 In Lisan Al-arab, Ibn manzur (3vol/382) points out that kada is .(ya‟a)ا١ٌاء

used to imminence something whether it is done or not.  

Kada is one of the annuller verbs which governs the nominal sentence. The 

noun acts as a subject in the nominative case and its predicate is in a 

position of subjunctive mood. It is one of appropinquation verbs, it tells 

about the imminence of the verb occurrence, i.e. it is close to be obtained 

and does not happen (Ibn Ya‟aish :7vol/119). 

In his book „Al-Nahu Al-Wafi‟, Hasan (2007: 1vol/500) elaborates the 

matter more and brings it closer to our minds. Consider the following 

example: 

 اٌّاُء ٠غٍٟ.[2.49]

- The water boils. 

The hearer understands the meaning because the existence of imperfect 

verb that the water is in the case of boiling now or it will be so in the 

future, (i.e. the time which is after the speech). Consider the following 

example:  

  اٌّاُء ٠غٍٟ. واد  [2.50] 

- The water was about to boil. 

 The meaning is entirely different. So two things are understood. The first, 

the water was very close to boiling and the second was that it did not 
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actually boil, that is, if it continues awhile, it will boil. The reason for the 

difference in the second meaning from the first is the presence of the verb 

kada in the second sentence, although it is past. 

         Amadaldeen (2000:2vol/46) states that kada is used to the imminence 

of the action and it is very close to its occurrence. It is permissible to use 

the particle of futurity with it. It is neither ( س١ىاد ) nor ( سٛف ٠ىاد ) because 

(alseen / ٓاٌس١) and (sawfa / سٛف) contradict the meaning of kada. As they 

make the action for the future, while kada tells that the predicate 

occurrence is closer to the present as in the following example: 

ًُ ٠مَٛ.اٌش واد  [2.51]   ظ

- The man was about to stand up.    

It indicates the imminence of standing up. For the same reason, its 

predicate must be an imperfect verb and this is because the imperfect verb 

has an indication of the present time or what is close to it. Kada means the 

imminence of the occurrence of the predicate, so the predicate must be an 

imperfect verb.  

Al-Nuaimi (1977: 2vol/46) states that the predicate of kada and its sisters 

is not mentioned as a noun. It must be mentioned as an imperfect verb. The 

meaning of these verbs is the meaning of what (an / ْأ) and the verbs 

include the following meaning, as in the following example: 

 أْ ٠فؼً. لاسب  [2.52] 

- He is about to do it. 

It is as if they are prevented from using the nouns with (kedta /   وذخ) and 

(asait / ػس١د) that their meaning and the meaning of others is the meaning 

of what (an / ْأ) carries such as in the following example: 

 أْ ٠فؼً. لاسب  [2.53] 

- He is about to do it. 

It is most likely that this verb is abstracted from (an ْأ) because (an) 

makes the verb indicate the future and mentioning it gives a period of time 

for the action. The verb becomes far from the present time by using (an). 

Ibn Ya‟aish (7vol/119) states that they stipulate that the predicate must be 

a verb because they want the occurrence of the action to be very close. 

They bring the verb wording to be evidence of the purpose. The verb is 

abstracted from (an) because they want its occurrence in the present time. 

(an) directs the speech towards the futurity, so they do not bring it.  

In his book „Al-Idah fi Sharih Al-Mufasal‟, Ibn Al-Hajib (2vol/91) says 

that the predicate of kada must be an imperfect verb as alerting that it is 
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what meant by imminence and indicating the meaning of the present time 

on the face to assure the imminence. Al-Akbari (1995: 1vol/194) says as 

for kada is a fully inflected verb which indicates the imminence severity of 

the action. Here, its predicate does not contain (an) so its word is the same 

as the imperfect verb. It is used (24) times in the Glorious Quran. It is used 

as a defective and complete verb. Kada is not mentioned in the Glorious 

Qur‟an except that its predicate is bare of (an). Consider the following 

Ayah:  

()اٌثمشج،  ٠ ى ادُ ) [2.54]  ِٗ ا ف١ِ ْٛ ش   ِ  ُْ ُٙ اء  ٌ  ا أ ض   ّ ُْ ُوٍَّ ُ٘ اس  ٌْث ْشُق ٠ ْخط ُف أ ْتص   (20: ا٠٢حا

ay their sight”.snatches aw almost“The lightening  - 

(Khan and Al-Hilali, 1427 AH: 6) 

 The imperfect form „ ٠ىاد  ‟ (almost) is an incomplete verb that governs two 

elements. The subject „اٌثشق‟ is its noun and the main verb „٠خطف‟ is the 

predicate. Semantically, it denotes the appropinquation of the action 

occurrence in the future. 

Kada is mentioned as a perfect verb in the Glorious Quran. Consider the 

following ayah:  

 [2.55]( ْْ ٌْؼ ز اب   و اد  إِ ْ  ا ْٚ ٓ  ٠ ش  ْ  ِح١ ٛ ُّ ف  ٠ ْؼٍ  ْٛ س   ٚ ا   ٙ ١ْ ٍ ث ْشٔ ا ػ  ْْ ص  َل  أ  ْٛ رِٕ ا ٌ   ٙ ٌِ ْٓ آ  ْٓ  ٌ ١ُِضٍُّٕ ا ػ   ِ
 ) ًُّ س ث١ًِلا  أ ض 

 (42)سٛسج اٌفشلاْ: ا٠٢ح: 

-“He would have nearly misled us from our alihah (gods)”. 

                  (Khan and Al-Hilali, 1427 AH:406) 

1.2 Kada between negation and affirmation 
Some grammarians say that the affirmation of kada is negative and its 

negation is affirmative (Al-Samarrai, 1vol/297). If it is said. 

. واد  [2.56]  ٠ز٘ة 

go. about toHe was  - 

Here, the meaning is that he didn‟t go. If it is said. 

 ٠ ز٘ة. ٌُ ٠ ىذ [2.57]

go. did not almostHe  - 

Here, the meaning is that he went. Al-Khawarzmi (1990: 3vol/308) states 

that he is one of those grammarians who takes into consideration this 

opinion. In his book „Ma‟ani Al-Nahu‟, Al-Samarrai (2007:1vol/297) 
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states that kada is as the remain of the verbs since its affirmation is 

affirmative and its negation is negative. 

        According to his book, „Al-Afa‟al Gayer Al-Mutasarifa wa Shubah 

Al-Mutasarifa‟ Yaqut (1989:52) states that he also agrees with them on 

this opinion and says that its affirmation is affirmative and its negation is 

negative. Consider the following ayah: 

٘ ا [2.58]  ا و ادُٚا)ف ز ت ُحٛ  ِ ( )سٛسج اٌثمشج،  ٚ   ْ ُٛ  ( 11ا٠٢ح: ٠ ْفؼٍ 

doing it. they were near to notSo they slaughtered it though  - 

(Khan and Al-Hilali, 1427 AH: 14-15) 

Al-Samarrai (2007:1vol/255) states that kada is used with the meaning of 

appropinquation in the predicate as kana is used to show the time in the 

predicate. On one hand, if the negation is used before or after kada, it is 

only to negate the predicate. If kada is used in the form of affirmation, the 

action does not occur. On the other hand, if kada is composed of a negative 

particle, the action which comes after it occurs. 

 

1.3 The Verb ‘  ك ُرب’ /Karuba/   

Karuba is like Kada‟s sisters that governs two elements: the subject is in 

the nominative case and the predicate is in the subjunctive case. It is not 

used in The Glorious Quran at all. Al-Jawhari (1984:1vol/211) mentions 

that karaba indicates the imminence of the action. Some grammarians 

consider it as having the same meaning as kada.  Dictionaries do not only 

confine this meaning, but it has various meanings of which: gloom, 

hardship, acceleration, plough the earth, what falls from date palms and 

filling the bucket with water (Al-Jawhari,1984:1vol/211-212). Al-

khawarizmi (1990:3vol/783) states that the verb karuba signifies the 

imminence. Consider the following example: 

 اٌمٍُة ٠زُٚب شٛلاُ. و ُشب  [2.59]

- The heart was about to melt with longing.(Sterling,2018:166)  

Al-Samarrai (2007:1vol/303) states that the meaning of (Mukaraba / ِىاستح) 

is appropinquation. Therefore; karuba and qaruba are similar in spelling 

and meaning. In Lisan Al-arab (1vol/713), the meaning of karaba /  واسب is 

qaraba /   لاسب. 

             In his book „Sharih Jumal Al-Zajaji‟, Ibn Asfur (2003:2vol/106) 

points out that karaba is used to signify the imminence of the predicate or 

the imminence of the action itself. This verb has no period of time; 

therefore, it is used directly for the imminence of the action itself. Yaqut 
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(1989:55) talks about the relation between karaba which signifies the 

difficulty and that which signifies the imminence. He (ibid) says that 

qaraba /   لاسب is karaba /   واسب itself after substituting (qaf /لاف) with (kaf / 

 There is also no objection to the fact that the origin is the verb .(واف

(qaruba /   ل ُشب) which is completely conjugated. This verb takes only the 

perfect tense and the imperfect tense is not derived from it. In his book, 

„Min Asaleeb Al-Quran Al-Kareem‟ Al-Samarrai (1983:112) agrees on 

this opinion. 

         Al-Hatab (1990:1vol/235-236) points out that this verb, like kada, 

indicates appropiquation. Resembling in form a part of the verb (ًٚصْ اٌفؼ) 

is (fa‟ala /   ً ً   / and (fa‟ila (ف ؼ   He also states that the active participle is .(ف ِؼ

derived from karuba on a metre (fa‟ael /ًفاػ), so it is said ( و ُشب    karuba 

  .(karib واسب/

 

 1.4 The Verb ‘  أوشك’ /Awshaka/  

 Awshaka is an annuller verb that operates on two elements: the subject is 

in the nominative case and the predicate is in the subjunctive case. In 

Arabic, it can be used as a defective and complete verb. It does not occur 

in the Glorious Quran at all. Al-Jawhari (1984:4vol/1616) states that the 

meaning of washaka is (speeded / أسشع). Sibawayha (1988:3vol/160) says 

that it indicates the imminence of the action itself. Consider the following 

example: 

 أْ ذعٟء.  ذٛشه[2.60] 

- She is about to come.  

Here, (an) and the verb are in the subjunctive mood. In his book „Al-

Muqarab‟, Ibn Assfur (153) states that awshaka is used for the imminence 

of the action itself for a period of time just like (asa) and on the contrary of 

kada. He also adds that asa, yawshik and ikhlawlaka has a period to occur. 

According to „Sharih Al-Tasreeh Ala Al-Tawdheeh‟, Ibn Hisham 

(1vol/206) states that the verb yawshik has a period of time to occur, (i.e. it 

allows to exist a period for the action to occur. 

Kada signifies the severe imminence of the occurrence. Therefore, 

yawshik and kada are within the category of verbs that signify 
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appropinquation. Some grammarians say that yawshik is not of the 

appropinquation verbs. They say that it can be included within the 

category of asa. They have their evidence on that. Al-Shattibi says what 

Al-Shulubin and his students such as Ibn Al-Da‟ae, Al-Abadi and Ibn Abi 

Al-Rabee mention is correct; awshaka is of asa‟s section used for wishing. 

Consider the following example: 

 ص٠ذ أْ ٠حط. ػسٝ [2.61] 

- May Zaid go on pilgrimage. 

 ص٠ذ أْ ٠حط. ٠ٛشه [2.62] 

- Zaid is about to go on pilgrimage. 

Here in these two examples, Zaid does not leave his country.  

 ص٠ذٌ ٠حط. واد  [2.63] 

- Zaid almost goes on pilgrimage. 

Being about to do it and you do not say that when he is in his country 

because kada signifies the sever approaching of the occurrence, while 

awshaka has a period of time to occur. Al-khudari (1995: 1vol/181) states 

that some grammarians refute what Al-Shattibi mentions about Al-

Shulubin and others that awshaka is for wishing as (asa). The matter is 

clear but it is right to be composed with (an) as hara and akhlawlaka since 

it is not well-known for wishing as (asa). This signifies that the verb 

awshaka is used for wishing, but it is rarely used.  

 Al-Zamakhshari (2001:374) states that the verb awshaka is used as (asa) 

in its two meanings and similar the use of kada. Consider the following 

example: 

 

 ص٠ذ أْ ٠عٟء. ٠ٛشه   [2.64]

- Zaid is about to come. 

 أْ ٠عٟء ص٠ذ. ٠ٛشه   [2.65]  

 أْ ٠عٟء. ٠ٛشه   [2.66]  

- He is about to come. 

In „Al-Sahah‟, Al-Jawhari (1984:4vol/1615) states that the infinitive noun 

of the verb awshaka is wishkan /  ا ا  / ishakan ,ٚشىا  He also states that .ا٠شاوا

the active participle of yawshik is on a metre (Mufa‟el / ًفِؼ ُِ ) because the 

verb composes of more than three letters, so it is mawshik / ِٛشه. In 

„Lisan Al-arab‟ Ibn Manzur (10 vol/513) states that the infinitive noun of 

awshaka is washaka / ٚشاوح. 
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  kada/ indicating past tense/ ’كاد  ‘ -1

SL Text (1):   

 .1 ْْ إِ ١ًٍِلا  ك اُدواٚ  زُٚن  خ  ذَّخ  ِإراا َل   ٚ  ُٖ ١ْش  ٍ ١ْٕ ا غ  ٞ  ػ  ر ْفر ِش ٌِ ٌ ١ْه   ١ْٕ ا إِ ح  ْٚ ٌَِّزٞ أ  ِٓ ا  ٌ ١ ْفِرُٕٛٔ ه  ػ 

    (13 :اء، ا٠٢ح)سٛسج اَلسش 

Text Interpretation  
    This ayah is revealed when a group of Thaqif come to the messenger of 

Allah (May Allah‟s blessing and peace be upon him) and ask him to 

declare their valley is inviolable and they implore him to give them this 

request. They are near to fascinate and mislead you from what Allah gives 

you of orders, prohibitions and promises. You say what Allah does not say 

to you. If you do what they want, they will regard you as their riend (Al-

Razi, 1981: vol21/21). 

TL Texts:  

1- MS Ahmed: “And if they were about to/almost to 

misguide/seduce/mislead you (E)** ١ٌفرٕٛٔه (away) from what We 

inspired/transmitted* أٚح١ٕا to you, to fabricate/cut and spilt on (about) Us 

other than it, and then they would have taken you (as) a faithful, close 

friend*خ١ًٍل.”  

2- Pickthall: “And they indeed strove hard to beguile thee 

(Muhammad) away from that wherewith We have inspired thee, that thou 

shouldst invent other than it against Us; and then would they have 

accepted thee as a friend.” 

3- Ali: “And their purpose was to tempt thee away From that which 

We Had revealed unto thee, to substitute in Our name Something quite 

different; (In that case), behold! They would certainly have Made thee 

(their) friend!”     

4- Arberry: “Indeed they were near to seducing thee from that We 

revealed to thee, that thou mightest forge against Us another, and then they 

would surely have taken thee as a friend;”  
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5- Khalifa: “They almost diverted you from the revelation we have 

given you. They wanted you to fabricate something else, in order to 

consider you a friend.”      

Discussion  
    The form of (وادٚا) is a defective perfect which is of the verbs of 

appropinquation. It operates on two elements: its noun is (ٚاٌٛا) /alwaw/ 

which is in the nominative case. )ٌِـ ) is the distinctive lam اًٌلَ اٌفاسلح and the 

sentence )٠فرٕٛٔه) is the predicate of (وادٚا) (Al-Darwish,1980:477). It seems  

 

that renderings of translators (1,5) are more accurate since they use the 

right equivalence of   واد such as (be about to, almost, and be near) to 

convey the intended meaning of the source language. The form of (be 

about to) is used in English to refer to the near future in the past in English 

(Aziz, 1989:70).  Translator (2) uses the past verb (strove), which means 

 وادٚا to convey the meaning of ,(to do something with difficulty) ٠سؼٝ ظا٘ذاا 

(Oxford Wordpower, 2010). Therefore, his rendering is less accurate. For 

translator (3) is inaccurate since he uses the determiner (their), the word 

(purpose) which means the reason for  

doing something )غا٠ح/٘ذف) and the auxiliary verb (was) in the past tense to 

convey the meaning of (وادٚا) in the source language into the target 

language (Hornby,1995). The source language construction of (وادٚا) is 

conveyed into the target language text incorrectly. Translator (4) makes 

use of the construction (subject pronoun (they), the auxiliary verb in the 

past (were) and the preposition (near to) which means “close to” ِٓ ا  لش٠ثا

(Hornby,1995). It is possible to say that he produces a good translation 

since he reflects the intended meaning.    

 

 

 

 

 

ST  ْْ إِ ١ْٕ ا  ك اُدواٚ  ح  ْٚ ِٓ اٌَِّزٞ أ  ١ًٍِلا ٌ ١ ْفرُِٕٛٔ ه  ػ  زُٚن  خ  ذَّخ  إِراا َل   ٚ  ُٖ ١ْش  ٍ ١ْٕ ا غ  ٞ  ػ  ر ْفر ِش ٌِ ٌ ١ْه    إِ
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 Table (1): Analysis of Translation Accuracy of SL Text (1) 

  kada/ indicating present tense/ ’كاد  ‘ -1

SL Text (2): 

  -2 ُئِ  ت ك اد ًل   ّ ٌْ ا  ٚ  َّٓ ِٙ لِ ْٛ ْٓ ف  ِِ   ْ ْش اُخ ٠ ر ف طَّ  ٛ  ّ ْٓ فِٟ اْْل ْسِض اٌسَّ  ّ ٌِ   ْ ٠ ْسر ْغِفُشٚ  ٚ  ُْ ِٙ تِّ ِذ س  ّْ ْ  ِتح  ّثُِحٛ ى حُ ٠ُس 

 ُُ ِح١ غ فُُٛس اٌشَّ ٌْ ٛ  ا ُ٘ َّْ َّللاَّ      (5)سٛسج اٌشٛسٜ، ا٠٢ح: أ َل  إِ

Text interpretation   
     Allah the Almighty describes the scene in this ayah saying that the 

greatest ayah which indicates the magnificence and majesty above the 

skies is the throne and the lines of angles shake with glorifying and 

sanctifying around the throne. No one knows except Allah. Cracking 

begins from two sides because the word disbelief (اٌىفش) comes from those 

who are under the sky. So it is said to crack from the below side from 

which the word comes. The heavens crack because of the reverence of 

Allah and modesty of his pride. The angles are full of the seven heavens 

and around the throne line after line. They continue to submit to his 

greatness to worship, praise and extol him. They ask forgiveness from 

those who are on earth fearing on them from the punishment (Al-

Zamakhshari, 2009:973).  

 

TL Texts:  
1- MS Ahmed: “The skies/space are about to/almost 

split/crack/cleave from above them, and the angles praise/glorify with their 

Lord‟s praise/gratitude/thanks, and they ask for forgiveness to whom (is) 

TTs 

No. Translators Translations Accuracy 

1. MS Ahmed  they were about to/almost + 

2. Pickthall  they indeed strove hard - 

3. Ali their purpose was - 

4. Arberry they were near + 

5. Khalifa  They almost + 

Percentage of translation accuracy 60% 
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in the earth/Planet Earth, is (it) not that truly God, he is the forgiving, the 

merciful?” 

2- Pickthal: “Almost might the heavens above be rent asunder while 

the angels hymn the praise of their Lord and ask forgiveness for those on 

the earth. Lo! Allah is the Forgiver, the Merciful.” 

3- Ali: “The heavens are almost Rent asunder from above them (By 

His Glory): And the angles celebrate The Praises of their Lord, And pray 

for forgiveness For All beings on earth: Behold! Verily Allah is He, The 

Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.”  

4- Arberry: “The heavens wellnigh are rent above them, when the 

angles proclaim the praise of their Lord, and ask forgiveness for those on 

earth. Surely God – He is the All-forgiving, the All-compassionate.” 

5- Khalifa: “The heavens above them almost shatter, out of 

reverence for Him, and the angels praise and glorify their Lord, and they 

ask forgiveness for those on earth. Absolutely, God is the forgiver, Most 

Merciful.” 

 

Discussion 
    In the ayah above, ( ُذىاد) is an imperfect verb and it is in the nominative 

case, syntactically it operates on two governed elements: its noun is 

 which is in the nominative case and its predicate is the imperfect (اٌسّٛاخ)

verb (ْ٠رفطش) which is in the subjunctive case (Al-Ibrahim, 2009:483). Tr. 

(1) shows accuracy since he makes use of the construction (be about to + 

infinitive) in the present tense to express the meaning of ( ُذىاد). This form 

indicates near future (Aziz,1989:70). On the other hand, he uses the adverb 

(almost) to render the meaning of the SL and express the appropinquation 

of the action. Trs. (2,3,5), are accurate because all of them use the adverb 

(almost) and the present tense in the TL to give the meaning of the SL. 

They take into consideration the context. Tr. (4), his rendering is accurate 

since he uses the adverb (well nigh) which is similar to almost. Almost is 

used in positive sentences (Hornby,1995). All translators employ the right 

equivalence and they do not add, omit or give a different meaning of the 

source text 

 

ST 
  ُفِٟ ا ت ك اد ْٓ  ّ ٌِ   ْ ٠ ْسر ْغِفُشٚ  ٚ  ُْ ِٙ تِّ ِذ س  ّْ ْ  تِح  ّثُِحٛ ئِى حُ ٠ُس  ًل   ّ ٌْ ا  ٚ  َّٓ ِٙ لِ ْٛ ْٓ ف  ِِ   ْ ْش اُخ ٠ ر ف طَّ  ٛ  ّ ْْل ْسِض أ َل  اٌسَّ

 ُُ ِح١ ٌْغ فُُٛس اٌشَّ ٛ  ا ُ٘ َّْ َّللاَّ    إِ
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Table (2): Analysis of Translation Accuracy of SL Text (2)  

 

 

 kada/ indicating for the negation of kada/ ’كاد  ‘ -1

SL Text (3):  

 -3 ا ِا ْٛ ا ل   ّ ِٙ ْٓ دُِٚٔ ِِ ذ   ظ   ٚ  ِٓ ذ٠َّْ ٓ  اٌسَّ رَّٝ ِإر ا تٍ  غ  ت ١ْ َلا  َل  ي ك اُدون  ح  ْٛ ْ  ل  ُٛٙ     ٠ ْفم 

 ( 33)سٛسج اٌىٙف، ا٠٢ح:        

Text Interpretation  

    In the ayah above, it is apparent that the place of the tow mountains is in 

the north side. It is said that they are two mountains between Armenia and 

Azerbijan. This place is the land section of Turkish. When Zul-qarnain 

arrives at the two mountains, he finds people behind them. They do not 

know other than their language and do not understand what Zul-qarnain 

speaks. It does not indicate that they do not understand anything, but it 

indicates that they understand hard. Kada means appropiquation. 

According to this saying  َلا ْٛ ْ  ل  ُٛٙ ْ  ٠ ْفم   they do not know and are not )  (َل  ٠ ى ادُٚ

close to understanding (Al-Razi,1981:170-171). They are not about to 

understand only with effort and hard by using a signal as the dumb 

understand. They do not clarify their speech for the hearer because their 

language is strange and unknown (Al-Zamakhshari, 2009:629).         

TL Texts: 

1- MS Ahmed: “Until when he reached between the two 

barriers/obstacles/mountains* ٌسذ٠ٓا , he found from other than them (B) a 

  TTs     

No. Translators Translations Accuracy 

1. MS Ahmed  are about to/almost + 

2. Pickthall  Almost + 

3. Ali almost + 

4. Arberry  wellnigh + 

5. Khalifa  almost + 

Percentage of translation accuracy 100% 
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nation they are not about to/almost understand*ْٛٙ٠فم a saying/opinion 

and belief*لَٛل.”  

2- Pickthall: “Till, when he came between the two mountains, he 

found upon their hither side a folk that scarce could understand a saying.” 

3- Ali: “Until, when he reached (A tract) between two mountains, he 

found, beneath them, a people Who scarcely understood a word.” 

4- Arberry: “when he reached between the two barriers, he found 

this side of them a people scarcely able to understand speech.”  

5- Khalifa: “When he reached the valley between two palisades, he 

found people whose language was barely understandable”.  
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Discussion    
 is an incomplete imperfect verb which ٠ىادْٚ .is used for negation (la)     َل

is in the nominative case by the affirmation of alnun. It governs two 

elements. Its noun is alwaw )ٚاٌٛا) of yakadoon (ْٚ٠ىاد) which is in the 

nominative case. Its predicate is the imperfect verb (ْٛٙ٠فم) and it is in the 

subjunctive case (Al-Ibrahim, 2009:303). Translator (1), it is evident that 

his rendering shows more accuracy since he uses the present simple tense 

and the negation form. The construction (they are not about to + infinitive) 

and the adverb (almost) convey the meaning of the source language. Tr (2) 

is inaccurate in his rendering because the adjective (scarce), which means 

small quantity, is used and the modal auxiliary (could) denotes the past 

time (Hornby, 1995). There is no particle of negation. Trs. (3, 4), their 

renderings show accuracy since they use the adverb (scarcely) to express 

the intended meaning of the source language. Scarcely is used to denote 

negation (Hornby, 1995). Tr. (5) shows no accuracy in his rendition 

because it includes the past tense and the adverb (barely) تاٌىاد. His 

rendering which is delivered in TL receptor lacks accuracy. It is suggested 

to adopt the following translation: ‘they are not about to understand a 

word’.    

  

Table (3): Analysis of Translation Accuracy of SL Text (3)  

  ST  ا ِا ْٛ ا ل   ّ ِٙ ْٓ دُِٚٔ ِِ ذ   ظ   ٚ  ِٓ ذ٠َّْ ٓ  اٌسَّ رَّٝ إِر ا ت ٍ غ  ت ١ْ َلا ٠ ْفم   َل  ي ك اُدون  ح  ْٛ ْ  ل  ٛ ُٙ      

TTs 

No. Translators Translations Accuracy 

1. MS Ahmed  they are not about to/almost + 

2. Pickthall  scarce could  - 

3. Ali scarcely  + 

4. Arberry  scarcely  + 

5. 
Khalifa  whose language was barely  

 
- 

Percentage of translation accuracy 60% 
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Conclusion 
     It has been stated in the current research that only kada is used in the 

Glorious Quran with different semantic functions and various time 

references. After checking the semantic functions of kada used in the 

source text (i.e. the Glorious Quran) and by comparing, analyzing and 

assessing the five translators‟ renditions of kada in the target texts, it is 

clear that translators face difficulties in conveying the meaning of kada 

into English because there is no one to one correspondence between 

Arabic and English. Verbs, adverbs, modals and constructions are used to 

convey the functions of kada in English. The research has also verified that 

the accuracy of translation is achieved by taking into consideration the 

context of the source text. That is, knowing the syntactic uses and semantic 

functions of verbs of appropinquation and their two governed elements. 

Larson‟s model is suitable to assess the accuracy of the translation.  
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ترمجة فعل املقاربة )كاَد( يف القرآن الكريم إىل اللغة اإلنكليزية


     ، ( فٟ اٌمشآْ اٌىش٠ُ إٌٝ اٌٍغح  ٠رحشٜ ٘زا اٌثحس ذشظّح أفؼاي اٌّماستح )واد ، و ُشب  أٚشه 

اإلٔى١ٍض٠ح. ذذخً ٘زٖ اْلفؼاي ػٍٝ اٌعٍّح اْلس١ّح ٚذحىُ ػٕصش٠ٓ: أسّٙا ٠ىْٛ ِثرذأ ٚ ٠ىْٛ فٟ 

حاٌح اٌشفغ ٚخثش٘ا ٠ىْٛ فٟ حاٌح إٌصة. اسرخذِد واد  فمط فٟ اٌمشآْ اٌىش٠ُ. ٚلذ اسرؼٍّد 

ا ِٚغ أداج إٌفٟ. ٠ظٙش  ا ٚفؼًلا ذاِا اٌثحس و١ف لاَ اٌّرشظّْٛ ترشظّح ٘زٖ اْلفؼاي. فؼًلا ٔالصا

ٚذسرٕذ اٌرشظّح إٌٝ ذفاس١ش لشآ١ٔح ِٛشٛلح. ذُ اخر١اس ِٚماسٔح ِٕٚالشح ٚذح١ًٍ خّس ذشظّاخ 

إٔى١ٍض٠ح ٌصًلز آ٠اخ إلظٙاس إٌٝ أٞ ِذٜ ٠ىْٛ اٌّرشظّْٛ اٌخّسح لادس٠ٓ ػٍٝ ٔمً ِؼٕٝ واد  إٌٝ 

ذشظّح )واد ( ذىْٛ ٔاذعح ػٓ سٛء فُٙ ِؼا١ٔٙا إٌالصح  اٌٍغح اإلٔى١ٍض٠ح تشىً دل١ك. ٚإْ صؼٛتاخ

ٚاٌراِح ٚاَلسرؼّاَلخ إٌح٠ٛح ٌٍٕص اٌمشآٟٔ إر س١ؤدٞ ٘زا إٌٝ ذشظّح غ١ش دل١مح. ٠ٚرُ ذحم١ك 

اٌرشظّح اٌذل١مح ٌٍفؼً )واد ( فمط ِٓ خًلي اْلخز تؼ١ٓ اَلػرثاس اٌس١اق اٌزٞ اسرؼٍّد ف١ٗ. ذُ 

 ٌّسرٕذج إٌٝ اٌّؼٕٝ ٌرم١١ُ دلح اٌرشظّح.  اػرّاد ّٔٛرض َلسسٓ ٌٍرشظّح ا

 

.   اٌّماستح، ِىافئ، ذم١١ُ، ذشظّح، ّٔٛرض َلسسٓالكلمات المفتاحية:     
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